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New and Noteworthy:
Young Adult Literature
BY

ED

SPICER

J

n 1998 I surveyed more than 400 high school students, asking what they like to read when no one tells them
they must. What struck me about talking with these students was how attached they were to nonfiction text.
More than half the titles and subjects listed were nonfiction. Over and over I heard, "I don't read anything
except ... "and some nonfiction subject would be inserted.

Juxtaposed against teacher profiles that claim teachers are primarily those people who do well reading,
especially fiction, this survey forced me to reflect
on who I wanted to be in a classroom. I am one of
those "story" people who love fiction. Looking at my
current practices, I realize that all of my read-aloud
choices, book talks, enthusiastic outbursts over this
title or that, are fiction titles. Given the sheer number
of students who prefer or, at least, very much enjoy
nonfiction, shouldn't there be more of a balance?
Since that time, I read nonfiction to my students at
least 2 days a week. My students are just as thrilled
with this reading as they are over the fictional
stories-often more so. I have learned, however, that
nonfiction reading must be carefully considered. No
matter how fluently I read from my book on internal
combustion engines, listeners will not care if they
have neither the background knowledge nor the
interest in the subject.

When I've spoken with teachers about what books
they read aloud, however, the facts are clear
that teachers rarely even consider reading aloud
nonfiction texts regardless of grade level. Test
this assertion in your own building. So now my
mission is to find those nonfiction books written
so well that I want to read them aloud and want
to recommend them. If you are a content area
specialist, why not search out informational books
that sparkle and sing that you can recommend to
your colleagues?
What follows, beginning on page 69, is my list of
new and noteworthy nonfiction published in 20012002. These are books that can be used confidently
in the content areas of middle school and high school
classes. They may also be read aloud and enjoyed by
anyone who enjoys a well-told story. I am proud to
recommend the following titles, arranged in alphabetical order by author.

Ed Spicer loves YA literature because it's a road map
for the young,.first-grade students he teaches. Mostly, Ed
loves YA literature because he thinks that he's that young
adult who still wonders what he wants to be when he
grows up. Please say hello to Ed at espicer@accn.org.
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Blumenthal, Karen. Six Days in October: The Stock Market Crash of 1929
(Atheneum, 2002, $17.95, ISBN: 0-689-84276-7)
Month after month, day after day, reports of financial woe have been a
prominent part of our news. Enron has new meaning in our national vocabulary. Befitting the current international economic turmoil, Karen Blumenthal
presents an award-winning title (2003 Sibert honor book) that should be
required reading for both YAs and adults wishing to understand the historical
aspects of financial mismanagement and deceit. The players involved in the
'29 stock market crash are not so different in personality from today's players. The method of deceit in 1929, although dissimilar to the accounting fraud
of Enron, still has much to teach us about how events like these happen.
Six Days In October, filled with ads, pictures, graphs, charts, quotes, and
other visual delights, details how a mere 6 days changed the lives of rich
and poor alike. Readers will even read about Groucho Marx and his losses
during this grim time. These 6 days defined an entire era and continue to
influence our country today. To understand this book readers do not need
an advanced degree in accounting.
For other Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Awards visit
http://www.ala.org/alsc/sibert.html
Fleischman, John. Phineas Gage: A Gruesome but True Story about Brain
Science (Houghton Mifflin, 2002, $16.00, ISBN: 0-618-05252-6)
Teachers who have used this book in biology and other science classes rave
about the engaging, present tense text; they praise the accurate, up to date
science information; but most of all, they state that this is a book that gets
students to read! Phineas Gage worked for the railroads in the days before
dynamite. All day long he packed explosive powder into rocks with his
13-pound tamping rod. One day in 1848, a rod blasted up through his cheek
and out the top of his head. Phineas survived for another 11 years. Supported
by recent advances in brain research, Fleischman revisits the strange case of
Phineas Gage probing what this case might teach us about the workings of
the brain. The book has a glossary and references, including Internet sources,
to aid understanding and to encourage further research. Fascinating!

PHINEAS GAGE
A Gruesome but True Story About Brain Science

Giblin, James Cross. The Life and Death of Adolf Hitler (Clarion Books,
Houghton Mifflin, 2002, $21.00, ISBN: 0-395-90371-8)
As President Bush grapples with Saddam Hussein and Kim Jong Il, students
may not perceive that this is history in the making. They may not understand
that Hitler invaded Poland based on his assessment of world reaction, which
led him to believe that England and France would not get involved. Certainly,
as the United States mops up after battling with Iraq and stands on the verge
of war with North Korea, it is worth revisiting history to see what lessons we
can learn. The Life and Death of Adolf Hitler shows Hitler's rise to power in
a way that will cause students to ask questions about world politics today.
Giblin's book is extremely well researched (it won this year's American
Library Association Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Award). The Life
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and Death ofAdolf Hitler abounds with photos and other graphics from the
times in question. The writing style is engaging and every assertion is fully
documented in the detailed source notes at the end of the book. As with his
1995 book, When Plague Strikes: The Black Death, Smallpox, AIDS (HarperCollins ), Giblin grabs and holds our interest with the cogency of his parallels
and comparisons. If you're not familiar with Giblin's texts as read-alouds,
treat yourself and your students to a great informational experience.

Hampton, Wilborn. Meltdown: A Race Against Nuclear Disaster at Three
Mile Island: A Reporter's Story (Candlewick Press, 2001, $19.99,
ISBN: 0-7636-0715-0)
Hampton, author of Kennedy Assassinated! The World Mourns: A Reporter's
Story (1997, Candlewick Press) presents another moving, first-person account
that is destined to engross readers with its urgency. In the first chapter, Hampton relives the terror of the atomic bomb on the people of Hiroshima. Using
reactions from the scientific community at the time, Hampton explains how
public perception about nuclear ability shifted to allow the development of
nuclear energy plants. Hampton's insider knowledge about the workings of
the press gives this book a human edge, especially as we realize that the same
destructive forces that killed so many in Hiroshima, threaten the very same
reporters who are standing downwind of the doomed Three Mile Island reactor. Hampton reveals the misinformation supplied by both the government and
the power companies. Meltdown presents an argument for the importance of a
free, independent press, balancing the need for dispersing important information against the possible destructive panic that the information could generate.
Along the way, readers gain insight into how reactors, governments, and the
press work. Hampton's latest informational book, which reads like a novel,
provides great material for discussion or instruction in journalism, civics,
physics, or other science classes,
Nelson, Peter. Left for Dead: A Young Man's Search for Justice for the USS
Indianapolis (Random House, 2002, $15.95, ISBN: 0-385-72959-6)
Of all the new 2002 books that I have read, both nonfiction and fiction, this
book is one of my very favorites. What I like about Left for Dead is that the
story actually begins with an 11-year-old kid who watches a movie instead of
working on a school report. Hunter Scott is watching the movie Jaws when he
hears a reference to the USS Indianapolis. According to the movie, the crew is
left in the water while sharks circle, gradually eating most of the crew members. Scott asks his father whether this information is true, and his father tells
him yes. While the sharks are sure to be that lure for many readers, this book
is really about persisting in the face of tremendous obstacles. In trying to tell
this story for his report, Hunter runs into a massive roadblock-the navy. The
captain of the ship was court-martialed even though Scott discovers that every
single survivor believes, and has tried to convince the navy, that the captain is
innocent. This book documents how an 11-year-old boy changes history. This
book could be read aloud in just about any type of classroom, although "cover
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your ears" warnings may be needed for squeamish listeners in the description
of the sinking and its aftermath.
Partridge, Elizabeth. This Land Was Made for You and Me: The Life and Songs
of Woody Guthrie (Viking, 2002, $21.99, ISBN: 0-670-03535-1)
Usually one needs to know and appreciate something about the subject to
fully benefit from a biography. For Partridge's book, however, readers need
no prior knowledge of Woody Guthrie to enjoy the experience. The writing
sparkles. This book did not win any of the big informational book prizes
because Partridge did not (could not?) document some of the emotions and
reactions she inserts. However, This Land Was Made for You and Me was
written in consultation with the people closest to Guthrie-people like Pete
Seeger-who vouch for the book's integrity. Although she does not include
all of his philandering, Partridge does not, romanticize Guthrie. This book is
an even-handed look at this sometimes noble, sometimes disgusting human
being whose musical legacy cannot be denied. Students who appreciate the
social concerns of, say, Bono, from U2, would do well to read this account of
Woody Guthrie who so often walked the walk. Readers are sure to agree with
the American Library Association's Best Books for Young Adults committee
that chose This Land Was Made for You and Me as one of their top 10 books
of the year.
Young, Karen Romano. Small Worlds: Maps and Mapmaking (Scholastic,
2002, $17.95, ISBN: 0-439-09545-X)
Young, who has written several great young adult novels, brings that same,
fine writing style to this book on maps. Readers will be pleasantly surprised
by the fabulous discussion opportunities Young provides. Consider: "Some
people argue that only the military should be allowed to see things this
closely, so that they can keep a close eye on anyone who might threaten
national security. Some say that either nobody should-or everybody should.
How do you feel about technology so refined that cameras can look in your
bathroom window?" (p. 72). This book is filled with sidebars ranging from
mini biographies, to comics, to detailed glimpses into the science of map
making. There is an excellent list of Web sites at the end of the book (most
of which still work exactly as typed). Ultimately, this book is about making
maps. Some may assume the book would be limited to atlases, globes, road
maps, etc. The maps Young details, however, include maps of the brain, the
body, the heart; maps of Legos, cars, and Tiger Woods. Consequently this
book extends far beyond geography and political science classes!
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